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Abstract

The transmission efficiency of Embedded Sensor Net-
works (ESN) is lower than that of conventional networks
due to high Bit Error Rates and inconsistent channel condi-
tions. Transmission efficiency as low as 47% has been ex-
perienced in deployments for various applications. Trans-
mission errors in ESN can be recovered using three basic
methods, Automatic Repeat Request, Error Control Cod-
ing or Hybrid ARQ. This paper presents insights into the
choice of error recovery protocols guided by the energy con-
straints imposed by ESN. We classify the ESN applications
into three major classes, which significantly simplifies the
choice. Further, we develop an energy model to incorpo-
rate the three schemes and draw inferences on the choice
based on expected channel conditions and ESN classifica-
tion. We apply the energy driven choice to two case studies,
demonstrating the simplified process of choosing error re-
covery protocols.

1. Introduction

The development of low cost, low-power, multi-
functional sensor components that are small in size, perform
sensing and data processing, and communicate untethered
in short distances has stimulated a lot of interest in Em-
bedded Sensor Network (ESN) systems. The two dominat-
ing sources of energy consumption in ESN are communica-
tions energy and information processing energy. Commu-
nications energy is the energy consumed in transmitting the
information from the transmitter to the receiver, while the
information processing energy is the energy consumed in
processing that information.

We refer to the transmitting and receiving nodes as the
source node and the sink node for the information and will
use them interchangeably in the context of upstream and
downstream data transfer.

In the context of data transfer, the following questions
are of particular importance:

• Given the amount of information to be transferred,
what is the energy consumption in CORRECTLY com-
municating the data from the source to the sink node?

• In light of adverse channel conditions, which protocol
ensures this correctness given energy constraints?

In what follows, we refer to this degree of correctness
in data transfer as the “transmission efficiency” of the net-
work. The transmission efficiency of ESN varies with the
deployment scenarios and applications. In general, the ef-
ficiency is lower than that of conventional networks due to
frequent propagation errors. Hence, it becomes an impor-
tant issue to choose an energy efficient error recovery proto-
col, specially for applications like medical, monitoring and
surveillance, which require high reliability in data transfer.

Most of the deployment experiences reported in litera-
ture employ schemes for error recovery based on a Hit-&-
Trial method. A study which guides the protocol choice
given the expected behavior of the channel is important to
reduce the design and experimentation time for such appli-
cation deployments. In particular, we formulate a solution
to the following problem:

We have to deploy our network in X scenario for
application Y . Our network data will be similar
to that of deployment reported in paper Z. We
expect that our channel would be of type C and
we want a significant degree of reliability. Which
error recovery protocol should we choose, given
that the batteries are a constant energy source?

The objective of this paper is to provide a solution to
the above question given the knowledge of X , Y , Z and
C. In the process, we approach the problem by developing
an energy model for comparing the error recovery protocols
and by categorizing ESN in three classes according to their
combined energy-communication requirements.
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2. Data Reliability in ESN

To study the choice of recovery protocols for ESN, we
exploit the ESN deployment experiences reported in litera-
ture to extract and investigate the unique characteristics of
the underlying communication network and applications in
ESN. We then throw a quick glance on various protocols
and present the energy model in this section.

Before going to the specifics of this contribution, it is
worth mentioning that despite the adverse channel condi-
tions repeatedly reported in literature, the problem of choos-
ing the recovery protocol has not been addressed formally.
The issues comprising of the relative costs and benefits of
different error recovery strategies for transmission in ESN
form an important part of system deployment. While the
theoretical trade-offs involved are well-known and well-
studied, there is comparatively little work that bridges these
theoretical results with the practice of ESN.

Indeed, there are several factors which make the choice
“apparently” difficult. In what follows, we quickly
overview the reasons behind the difficulties faced in ana-
lyzing the practical applicability of these protocols:

2.1. ESN: Why is Analysis Difficult?

Channel Conditions: First, the channels in ESN are
highly unreliable with high probability of introducing burst
of errors at certain instants [2]. The behavior of the chan-
nel depends not only on the specific communication scheme
employed in the applications [2] but also on deployment
conditions [10][15][17]. Deployment experiences have
shown that based on deployment conditions, the transmis-
sion efficiency can vary between 90% and 70% for the same
system [17].

Resource Constraints: Second, ESN are extremely
resource-constrained networks. These constraints appear in
terms of energy constraints, available memory constraints
[10], and, in some scenarios, delay constraints [11][14]. Ac-
cordingly, we desire to reduce the energy overhead due to
communications as much as possible, while keeping mem-
ory and delay requirements as low as possible.

Network Interference: Not only the channel condi-
tions, the network services, application under consideration
and number of nodes effect the data reliability in ESN.
Such an experience has been reported in [2], where the
system achieved 95% reliable communication service when
tested with 9-16 nodes but its reliability fell to 50% when
tested with 100 nodes due to significant increase in the
background and application traffic levels. Almost 16%
performance enhancement has been reported when the
number of retransmission attempts were increased from 0
to 5 [12].

Application Types: Finally, but most importantly, in
many applications, both the packet size and data transmis-
sion rate will be likely to be very small. For example, 32
bytes data in [14], up to 16 bits in [4], 36 bytes in [17],
few of tens of bits in most medical applications etc. In
terms of transmission rate, Mica2 (19.2 kbps) and MicaZ
(250 kbps) are well-known examples. On one hand, the
costly energy consumption of communications makes it
desirable for sensors to minimize the size and frequency
of data transmissions by doing as much local processing
as possible. On the other hand, in most occasions, sensors
only generate periodic messages consisting of only a few
bits or bytes.

2.2. Error Recovery Schemes

Erroneous packets in ESN can be recovered by three ba-
sic methods, Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), Error Con-
trol Coding (ECC) or Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) (also known as
Adaptive Error Control Coding (AECC)).

ARQ: The main advantage of ARQ is that it produces
no overhead in a non-error situation: every packet correctly
received is forwarded through the network and simultane-
ously acknowledges the fact that it was received correctly.
Other advantages are the relative simplicity and the optimal
throughput in non-error channel conditions.

The main disadvantage of ARQ are the retransmission
costs in terms of huge delays and energy when an error does
occur. Retransmissions (which effect both sensing and sink
node) will result in reducing the node lifetime and hence
ARQ is either applicable in no-error channel conditions or
where certain amount of data loss is acceptable.

ECC: The advantages of ECC is that there are no time
delays in the message flows (or a bounded small delay, con-
sidering the encoding and decoding operations). A disad-
vantage is that packets get lost when the coding scheme is
not strong enough to correct the errors.

From the energy consumption perspective of ECC, spe-
cific features of ESN are particularly important. It is known
that the computational complexity of most of the coding
protocols is exponential in terms of data length. In the con-
text of ESN, i.e., for short data lengths, the processing and
hence the power consumption decreases exponentially.

HARQ: Hybrid ARQ combines ARQ and ECC [1][8].
The system incorporating HARQ can adapt to the chan-
nel conditions by changing the coding scheme and error
correcting capability. HARQ is most energy consuming
scheme and is employed only on demands of applications
or in systems where delay is not an issue. Some schemes
that can adapt in both directions (increasing and decreasing
complexity) can result in further saving the overall energy
consumption of the system [1][8].
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2.3. Energy Model

The energy required by the transmitter ETx
to cover a

distance d can be expressed as:

ETx
= ETx0

+ βdη

where η is the so-called propagation exponent and ETx0
is

a distance independent energy factor, while the receiver en-
ergy ERx

can be modeled as

ERx
= ERx0

+ EECC

where, ERx0
and EECC are communication and decoding

costs respectively. More specifically, the energy consumed
in transmitting a packet can be expressed as

ETx
(N,Rc, Pamp) = Ps−upTs−up +

k

RcR
(P̃Tx

+ Pamp)

(1)
where k is the number of information bits, R is the data
rate, Rc is the code rate, Ts−up and Ps−up are the duration
and power of the radio startup and P̃Tx

is the fixed power in
transmit mode. The power dissipated in the power amplifier
for a transmission over a distance d (in meters) is

Pamp(d) = αamp + βampP1mAttd
ηPrcvd

where αamp, βamp are parameters of the power amplifier,
P1mAtt is the attenuation at one meter and Prcvd is the
amount of power that should be received to meet the per-
formance objective.

The energy consumed in receiving a packet is given by

ERx
(k,Rc, EDE) = Ps−upTs−up+

k

RcR
P̃Rx

+
k

Rc
EDE/bit

(2)
where P̃Rx

is the fixed power in receive mode, while
EDE/bit is the energy associated to the decoding of a single
information bit, which depends on the code used as well as
the implementation of the decoding algorithm and is equal
to zero if no decoding is performed.

For an ARQ scheme, the components P̃Tx
, P̃Rx

and
Pamp from (1), (2) contribute to the consumed energy due to
multiple transmissions. Here, we have ignored the situation
when the transmitter is idle waiting for ACK/NACK. This
assumption is acceptable for ESN where the idle (round-
trip) time is negligible because of the close proximity of
sensor nodes [13]. Hence, the total energy consumption for
an ARQ implementation can be given by:

EARQ = (NTR − 1){ k

R
(P̃Tx

+ Pamp + P̃Rx
) + ERx↔Tx

}
(3)

where, NTR is the average number of transmissions (in-
cluding the initial transmission failure) required for receiv-
ing the correct data and ERx↔Tx

is the energy consumed in

switching between transmission mode to receiving mode.
Again, even though the power consumed during switching
is almost average of PTx

and PRx
, the switching time is

small enough that we can ignore ERx↔Tx
. This is also ac-

ceptable since we are trying to find a bound on the perfor-
mance rather than the actual performance.

For HARQ (Adaptive ECC) schemes, where ECC is
combined with ARQ, energy consumption is given by:

EHARQ = ETx
+ ERx

+ EARQ + (NTR − 1)
k

Rc
EDE/bit

(4)
Depending on the application, various performance met-

ric can be defined to accept the applicability of a particular
protocol. Our main aim is to simplify the whole mathe-
matical computation and experimentation behind the choice
of recovery protocol. In that context, researchers generally
compute the overall energy consumption (in single-hop or
multi-hop scenario) for the network and try to deduce the
best protocol. We argue that by studying the energy con-
sumption on a per-hop basis simplifies the whole compu-
tation, provided that a suitable performance metric can be
defined.

Notice that if we try to find the relative performance of
ARQ and ECC (ratio of energy consumption) on a per-hop
basis, we can find an upper bound to the performance of a
particular protocol for the network. This can be visualized
in context of single-hop ESN being extended to multi-hop
ESN on one-hop-addition basis. Based on the above discus-
sion, we can define a performance metric (PM) as the ratio
of energy consumption of ARQ and ECC protocols:

PM =
(NTR − 1)

k

R
(P̃Tx

+ P̃Rx
+ Pamp)

k

Rc
EDE/bit

(5)

which can further be developed to:

PM =
(NTR − 1)Rc(P̃Tx

+ P̃Rx
+ Pamp)

REDE/bit
(6)

This provides us with an analytical formula for comparing
the performance of various schemes, including ECC, ARQ
and HARQ. To simplify our further discussion, we modify
this performance metric to exclude some experiment spe-
cific terms.

PM � (NTR − 1)Rc(P̃Tx
+ P̃Rx

)
REDE/bit

(7)

The simplification is based on the fact that REDE/bit �
(NTR −1)RcPamp > 0 for the cases in which we are inter-
ested. Besides Pamp having significantly low value, NTR

would be low for ESN deployments of our interest (else we
employ ECC) and Rc would be always less than 1.
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Table 1. Scheme Selection for Various System Types for Various Channel Types
Zero Errors Low Error/Consistent High Error/Varying

R-C S-C D-C R-C S-C D-C R-C S-C D-C

ARQ
√

ECC
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

HARQ
√ √

This gives us an energy model to study the choice of er-
ror recovery protocols qualitatively (for known X , Y , Z
and C) and quantitatively for the variables in (7). A direct
implication of the derived PM would be the choice of re-
covery protocol given the numerical values of the variables
involved. If PM is higher than 1, ARQ consumes more en-
ergy than ECC (for one-hop and hence, far more for multi-
hop) and hence ECC would be more energy efficient and
vice-verse.

3 ESN Classification

ESN have recently been employed for a multitude of
real-world applications. Most of the ESN deployment
vary with the others in terms of channel conditions, sys-
tem specifications, processing and communication scenar-
ios and data dissemination schemes. ESN can be single-hop
where sensing-sink node distance is very short, multi-hop
for longer distances and diversified data types or clustered
for diversified applications.

Such a diversity presents problems in classifying the
ESN applications, which is an important step for simpli-
fying the choice of system implementations. However, if
we restrict our classification to the energy constraints as-
pects considered in our approach, and neglect the channels
and communication scenarios for the time being, ESN can
be broadly classified into three main categories given the
application types:

Resource Constrained (R-C) Systems: These are sys-
tems in which both, the sensing node and the sink node, are
battery-operated and are constrained by available memory
for communications and information processing. It is im-
portant to ensure that the information processing and com-
munications costs are minimized at both, the source and the
sink node. Though most of the ESN have a base node which
collects the data, most of them form a multi-hop commu-
nication protocol. The hops between the source node and
the sink node are examples of such systems. Again, clus-
tered ESN systems [6][9] become a part of this classifica-
tion where each cluster can be considered as a R-C system.

Semi-Constrained (S-C) Systems: These are systems
in which the sink node is not battery-operated (or can be
operated using direct power supply) and hence, the energy

constraints are not very harsh. The node lifetime, and hence
the network lifetime, is determined by the energy consump-
tion at the sending node. In most of the ECC schemes, en-
coding is assumed to be of zero cost compared to decoding
and is much lower than the retransmission cost. The con-
straints are then imposed by the applications and expected
channel behavior, whether or not the information processing
is essential. Examples of such systems are given in [3][5].

Delay Constrained (D-C) Systems: Speed of infor-
mation processing is the primary concern of such systems
[11][16]. Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks form an
important part of this category, where delay in information
processing overshoots that of data communication. The
delay incorporated in retransmission may not be acceptable
in such systems, though depending on the channel behavior,
delay due to decoding process in presence of strong coding
scheme may exceed that of retransmission cost.

It is worth mentioning again that the source and the
sink nodes can be interchangeably used in upstream and
downstream data transfer for system classification. While
downstream data transfer may fall into one category, the
same system can be a part of another category in upstream
data transfer. This can be seen as the in-dependency of the
source and the sink in terms of employing error recovery
protocol.

4 Simplified Choice of Recovery Protocols

The classification of the ESN applications simplifies the
choice of the protocols significantly. In this section, we dis-
cuss the answer to the question stated in the introduction.
Notice that the knowledge of application Y and data type
Z will help us to identify the class in which the proposed
deployment network falls (R-C, S-C or D-C). The expected
channel condition C then helps us to arrive at the following
discussion.

R-C Systems: Energy consumption is the major con-
cern of R-C systems. From our performance metric (7), we
get a clue that NTR would significantly increase the ratio
and hence applicability of ECC, hence we would like the
retransmissions to be as low as possible while making sure
that ECC is not redundant.
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Table 2. Specifications from the Deployment Reports for Case Studies
Deployment Mote Number Month Packets Data Successful Transmit Receive

Rate Rate Transmission Power Power

SensorScope [12] Mica2 14 November 9.0 2647.5 48% 82.5 mW 26.4 mW

Wisden Project [10] Mica2 4, 7, 8 or 10 — 2.0 69 95% 82.5 mW 26.4 mW

In zero-error channel conditions, retransmissions will
occur only once in a while, which makes NTR low while
ECC would be redundant. Hence, in such channel condi-
tions, R-C systems would prefer ARQ. However, in con-
sistent and varying channel conditions, retransmissions will
occur every time a packet is lost due to errors, resulting in
high NTR. This makes ECC more applicable when com-
pared to ARQ. HARQ would not be preferred in R-C sys-
tems because we would not like the energy to be consumed
in both, retransmission and error control.

S-C Systems: The condition for S-C systems is a bit
different. The energy constraints are not as harsh as in S-
C systems, which makes ECC the first choice of this class.
Keeping the “correctness” of data in mind, we would then
have a choice between ECC and HARQ.

In zero-error channel conditions, ECC would be operat-
ing on the infinite energy decoding end (definition of S-C
systems). In such cases, performance metric will be evalu-
ated for the source node resulting in very high value of PM
and hence no retransmission requirements from the source
node. The sink node has infinite energy and strong decoding
scheme can be employed to ensure required performance.
Similar would be the case for consistent channels.

However for varying channel conditions, employed ECC
might not be strong enough for the worst channel condi-
tions and hence HARQ would be more applicable. This is
a direct consequence of the fact that retransmissions will be
required only when the channel conditions are really bad.
This can be seen as a case when burst errors may be ex-
pected, where system faces burst errors only once or twice
over the overall deployment cycle.

D-C Systems: D-C systems would prefer ECC for re-
duced delay due to retransmissions. This is particularly ac-
ceptable for large-scale networks and multi-hop networks,
where retransmission will occur through multiple hops and
delay would be higher. While for zero-error and consistent
channel conditions, ECC would be directly favourable, in
varying channel conditions the analysis is very much de-
pendent on the degree of “correctness” required for the ap-
plication.

This is due to the fact that delay incorporated in decoding
very strong codes might overshoot the delay in ARQ. We
leave this option to the discretion of the application.

This discussion is summarized in Table 1.

5 Case Study: SensorScope, EPFL

SensorScope is an indoor environmental monitoring net-
work implemented and deployed by the Ecole Polytech-
nique Federal de Lausanne (EPFL) [12]. A multi-hop hy-
brid ARQ (MHARQ) layer between the network and the
link layers has been implemented in the system for packet
reliability. [12] reports that due to the inverse relation be-
tween distance and channel quality, the sensing nodes trans-
ferred 96%, 54% and 48% and ≤ 35% packet transfers
only. We will choose the third mote as our discussion point
(Table 2). We first follow the conventional technique for
protocol selection and then demonstrate the simplifications
based on the energy consumption model developed.

ARQ Implementation: Assuming that an ARQ imple-
mentation for such a transfer scheme would require only
1 retransmission on an average, the overall transmitted
data would be [(Success Rate)*(Data Rate) + NTR*(Failure
Rate)*(Data Rate)] ≡ [(48% (2647.5)) + 2 × (52%
(2647.5))] = 152% (2647.5) bytes = 4024.2 bytes. As-
suming a consistent data transfer rate, the overall time for
transmitting the packets for ARQ scheme will be given by:
4024.5
2647.5 = 1.52 min = 91.21 seconds. Hence, the overall en-
ergy consumption would be: 91.21× (82.5+26.4) = 9.931
J.

ECC Implementation: For ECC implementations, we
pick the data provided in [7]. We consider a (255,239)
Reed-Solomon digital decoder that transmits 255 bytes
for every 233 bytes out of 2647.5 bytes and is shown
to be one of the most energy consuming scheme (0.1193
nJ/bit). The overall energy consumption due to employing
ECC will hence be given by: [(Data Length)*(Code Rate
Rc)*(Decoding Energy per bit)] ≡ 2647.5×8×(255/239)×
(0.1193 ∗ 10−9) = 2695.93 nJ � 3 µJ. The transmission
time in this case will be given by [(Data Length)*(Code
Rate)/(Data Rate)] ≡ 2647.5∗(255/239)

2647.5 minutes = 64 seconds
and hence the energy consumption 64 × (82.5 + 26.4) =
6.971 J.

Simplified Choice & Comparison: As can be seen,
given the poor channel condition for this mote, ECC re-
sults in an energy saving of � 9.931 − 6.971 = 2.96 J. Us-
ing the model developed, this inference requires the follow-
ing computations. Plugging the values from Table 1 in (7),
PM � (2−1)(233/259)(82.5+26.4)

(2647.5/60)∗0.1193 � 1. Hence, ECC will be
the preferred protocol.
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6 Case Study: Wisden, UCLA

The next case study we choose is that of the deployment
experiences from WISDEN system for Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) [10]. This deployment experience re-
ports the performance of a multi-hop wireless data acquisi-
tion system called WISDEN on a large seismic test structure
used by civil engineers. Wisden implements a NACK-based
hybrid hop-by-hop and end-to-end reliability scheme.

It has been reported that nodes 4, 7, 8 and 10 were within
single-hop from the sink transmitted 95% of the packets
without need of retransmission. We will take either of these
nodes as our discussion point.

ARQ Implementation: Assuming that an ARQ imple-
mentation for such a transfer scheme would require 1 re-
transmission on an average, the overall transmitted bytes
would be [(95% (2*69)) + (2 × 5% (2*69))] = 105% (2*69)
bytes = 144.9 bytes. Assuming a consistent data transfer
rate, the overall transmit power for ARQ scheme will be
given by: 144.9

138 = 1.05 sec. Hence, the overall transmit en-
ergy would be: 1.05 *(82.5 + 26.4) = 114.345 mJ.

ECC Implementation: We consider the same code
as used in SensorScope study. The overall energy con-
sumption due to employing ECC will hence be given by:
(2 ∗ 69) ∗ (255/239) ∗ 8 ∗ 0.1193 ∗ 10−9 = 140.52 nJ �
1.4 µJ. The transmit and receive power in this case will be
given for (2*69) * (255/239) bytes: 1.07 *(82.5 + 26.4) =
116.19 mJ.

Simplified Choice & Comparison: As can be seen, in
this case, ARQ turns out to be more energy efficient than
employing ECC. It can be simply shown that plugging the
values in (7) would result in PM < 1 for a single hop
case, thereby decreasing the ratio significantly with increas-
ing number of hops.

7 Discussions

We have presented a study to direct the choice of er-
ror recovery protocol in energy-constrained ESN. ESN have
been broadly classified in three major categories and choice
of recovery protocol has been studied via an energy model
and performance metric. Two case studies have been per-
formed to demonstrate the simplified process based on en-
ergy model and ESN classification, rather than extensive
computations and numerous experiments.
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